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Abstract— In automotive technology, the electronic differential may be type of differential which 

provides required torque to each wheel and differentiate both wheel speeds. It is used in situ of the 

mechanical differential in multi drive systems. While turning, the rear inner and rear outer wheels 

rotate at different speeds, as inner rear wheels observes or experiences smaller turning radius than the 

outer rear wheel. The electronic differential uses wheel speed signals to manage the power to each 

rear wheel so that each wheel will get the required torque. This project presents model of Electronic 

Differential System (EDS) for the dual rear wheel independently driven Electric Vehicle (EV). To 

overcome drawbacks of mechanical differential like heavy and bulky system, losses due to power 

trains etc. Electronic differential is widely used in EVs. In electronic differential project, an EDS for 

rear wheels of an EV with wheel motor is modelled rather than front wheels. The speed of rear wheel 

is estimated by using equation derived from Ackermann Jeantand model. Consistent change of the 

vehicle speed and steering angle of EV, rear wheel speeds is estimated. It is observed that the 

modelled EDS is acceptable for EVs with separate wheel motors. 

 

Keywords— Electronic Differential System for electric car, Steering angle detection, Differentiate 

rear wheels speed, Atmega328, DC motor with speed sensor, ESP12E, Android Application, 

Smartphone. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An electric vehicle (EV) which uses one traction motor driving two wheels employing differential 

system, mass of EV increases because of batteries. To reduce mass of an EV motors are fitted into 

the wheels to get fast response from motor and supply independent torque control to every wheel. [3, 

4]. 

Differential systems in automobile is used in sloping and slippery roads to distribute torque and 

power equally to the traction wheels. Internal combustion engine vehicles consisting of a mechanical 

differential using a differential gear. Once a wheel accelerates just in case where not using 

differential gears, the wheels slips because of braking to decelerate the another one. It may result into 

unsafe and hazardous driving, more wear of tyre and more fuel consumption. Hence, inner wheel 

speed has got to differ from the outer wheel speed for a vehicle which drives on a curved road [5]. 

On the opposite hand for electric vehicle EVs, an EDS is employed because of independent directly 

driven wheels rather than a differential standard system. Therefore, drawbacks like, maintenance, 

mechanical losses and gears repair cost caused by the powertrains can be eliminated. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The studies examined in this literature shows that EDS simulation and modelling of EV having 

two motor wheel drive are shown by logic control symbolic method for estimating every wheel slip 

rate [3]. 

Azeddine Draou conducted experiment for two in built wheel hub motors drive in EDS speed 

control for which Matlab/Simulink results were used to verify designed EDS. The system consists of 

control of direct torque for permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). The simulation was done 

for curved and straight road, they observed that vehicle stability was well provided for curved 

road.[6]  

In [7], Analysis of speed and observer for torque was run for DC motor with presentation of an 

electrical differential system of EV consisting two independent rear wheels of EV. Real wheel torque 

algorithm of vector was done on basis of Ackermann Jeantand for implementation and design for 
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Abstract. Nowadays, congestion in traffic is a serious issue all over the world.
The traffic congestion is caused because of large red light delays. The delay of
the respective light is coded hardly in the traffic light and also it is not dependent
on traffic density. The existing system varies the particular light delay time by
taking the vehicle count using IR sensors which has several disadvantages. This
project presents the system based on raspberry pi. It includes a high-resolution
camera. It captures images of vehicles. It performs the blob detection of a
vehicle. It gives a separate count of vehicles and people too. This recorded
vehicle count data is used in the future to analyze traffic conditions at respective
traffic lights connected to the system. For appropriate analysis, the raspberry pi
will work on the information to send correct signal into the LED lights. How-
ever, to solve the problem of emergency vehicles stuck in the overcrowded
roads, a portable controller device is designed. The system will give the vehicle
count by the deep neural technique. After vehicle detection and its count, the
system will apply conditional probability to glow the green signal for a specific
time period on a particular side according to the vehicle count.

Keywords: Traffic control � Raspberry pi � Image processing � Vehicle
counting � Python

1 Introduction

The second more popular country in the world is India. It is the fast growing economy.
Infrastructure growth is slow as compared to the growth in number of vehicles, due to
space and cost constraint. The Indian traffic is also chaotic and non-lane based. This
traffic congestion affects the transportation system in cities. Rapidly increasing the
number of automobiles and the constantly rising number of road users are not
accompanied with promoted infrastructures with sufficient resources. Some of the
solutions were offered by constructing new roads, implementing flyovers, and bypass
roads and establishing road rehabilitation. The traffic lights consist of three universal
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Prioritized ViU Departure at Traffic
Intersection Using Internet of Things

Vijay D. Chaudhari and Anil J. Patil

Abstract If the emergency vehicles such as police van, ambulances, fire extinguish-
ing pumps get stuck in extremely busy traffic, may cause loss of estate along with
property as well as human lives. Traffic congestion may be root reason behind a
series of significant issues. The continuous increase in vehicle traffic in every urban
area can cause drastic traffic congestion at intersections. Most of the traffic signals
seem fixed green light glow sequence and is determined without taking into consid-
eration the presence of the vehicle-in-urgency into account puts adverse impact on
the economy as well as on human lives. Inefficient traffic regulation system leads to
loss of lives due to ViU get stuck in heavy traffic. In emergency situations, when any
ambulance could thoroughly break the wall of road traffic congestion and taking out
the patient safely to the destination will be a great surprise, isn’t it? Here we have
tried to implement dynamic traffic signaling. We proposed timing difference method
to give priority when two ViUs are arriving at the same time. The system can able to
give priority to one of the ViU (e.g., ambulance or fire brigade) arrived at the same
time at lanes of an intersection.

Keywords Priority · Traffic intersection · Traffic density · Vehicle-in-Urgency ·
Internet of Things

1 Introduction

Due to the increasing urbanization, industrialization, and population, the traffic man-
agement has become a difficult task: jams, accidents, and traffic rule violations, etc.
After studying the various objectives of earlier systems, it is observed that the sys-
tem that analyzed the occurrence of two emergency vehicles at the same time on
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Hostel Rooms Power Management
and Monitoring Using Internet of Things

Meenakshi Patil, Vijay D. Chaudhari, Hemraj V. Dhande and H. T. Ingale

Abstract Power saving is the important issue nowadays, and it is more critical in
hostels because of some irresponsible students who leave the roomwithout switching
OFF the tubes lights and fans. So, for controlling this wastage of electricity in hostels,
we have tried here to develop this system that helps in monitoring and managing
the electrical power requirement. In this system, IR sensors sensed the presence of
students in the room with the help of counter. When it counts one, it means students
enters the room, this counter increases and so on. When the student leaves the room,
it decreases the count and when it reaches up to zero, this indicates that no one is
present in the room. At this time, after few seconds, the switches will automatically
turn OFF, if it is ON, and this information will be sent to the server/cloud where
the authorized person can see or watch all the activities in the room. Here, we need
only Internet for watching the online process. This will be in the form of notification
where it will show the room number, OFF time. The other feature of this system
is, when such notifications will be seen on the screen, one SMS will be sent to the
student about Rs. 100/- penalty or punishment. Internet of Things plays a vital role in
this system. This promotes students to become responsible about careful utilization
of electricity.

Keywords ATmega 328p · ESP8266EX · Optocoupler · IR sensor · Electrical
power · IoT
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Abstract. In the health care sector, when the question arises about the patient’s
safety and security, the most important point on that we have to focus is patient
reorganization and patient data truthfulness. Pharmaceutically the fingerprints of
any individuals are uncommon and remain unchanged indefinitely. The fingerprint
technology used to provide a reliable and accurate method to identify the patients
efficiently. The popular point in the fingerprint biometrics technology is that pro-
tecting the patient’s information, it also preserves against cheating and minimizes
human intercession. Using this technology the user enters the information of the
patient only one time which minimizes the efforts to add the same data again and
again only the further new information related to health, any changes in treatment
will get added into the previous record when patient comes into the hospital for
the next visit. This helps the doctors to easily study the patient’s previous and
current health records. The patients get filed quickly at the entrance point simply,
by putting down a finger on a self-service terminal or other data collecting device
like the emergency department, inpatient areas or outpatient locations.

Keywords: Raspberry pi · Biometrics emergency · Patient’s record · E-Health

1 Introduction

The human life is changing nowadays one step ahead due to the IoT, that is, Internet of
things. With the new and advanced technology level, IoT is changing the normal simple
human life to genius life. In recent years, the use of computer technology strengthening
the health care services has received significant outcomes, it also helps to provide online
healthcare services. A patient’s medical record includes identification, history of medi-
cation diagnosis, previous treatment history, patient’s body temperature, blood pressure,
pulse rate, allergy, dietary habits, genetic information, psychological problem, etc. The
above security problems are overcome by using biometrics technology. Our study ana-
lyzes the safeguarding and privacy issues that occurred in e-Health. The quality and
service of healthcare is boosted by e-Health with the help of making patients’ health
information easily available to patients’ relatives, as well as doctors, improving effi-
ciency and reducing the cost of health service handing over. There are good reasons for
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Abstract. This paper describes a crowd analysis of different activities using
surveillance videos is an important topic for communal security. This paper also
describes the detection of dangerous crowds if the weapon is present in the
crowd. In our study, we are using raspberry pi 3 board for the development of a
system that consists of ARMv8 CPU that detects the human heads and provides
a count of humans in the region using Open CV-Python. The direction of the
movement of the person can be achieved by human tracking. Generally, there
are three different stages algorithm for computer-based crowd analysis,
(1) people counting, (2) people tracking, and (3) crowd behavior analysis. This
project is made for security purposes where there is a possibility of a dangerous
crowd, for example, mall, railway station, shopping center. In our method, we
are used CNN to trained dangerous weapons and DNN used for human detec-
tion. This method not only detects the direction of the crowd but also detects if
the crowd is dangerous or not. In this method, also count the total number of
human and it also gives confidence score that means, in how many percents it is
related to original people. In this way, we could have prevented many deaths
and injuries.

Keywords: Video surveillance � Crowd density � Dangerous weapon
detection � Crowd tracking

1 Introduction

Nowadays, managing the crowd in crowded areas properly is very important. Also, we
are detecting weapons if anyone is carrying a weapon in a crowded area. The human
eye cannot observe multiple cameras at the time. Sometimes, during an election, a
celebration of the festival and in-mall situation goes out of control at that time the
human eye cannot predict properly. Hence, we are using a camera to monitor the
crowd. Thus, for continuously monitoring the crowd for a long period we must use an
automated technique. Previous paper can make system for a small group of objects. In
the present work, we made a system for unlimited crowd with high accuracy and
propose algorithms for their application to a variety of problems. There are different
methods used for moving object detection. The general method is background elimi-
nation under the situation of fixed cameras. Generally, crowd analysis is done by four
steps, crowd behavior, crowd estimation, crowd tracking, and crowd motion detection.
This is shown in Fig. 1. Videos of crowd scenes present difficult problems in computer
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Abstract. Hydroponics means growing plants without soil. As the quality of
production in farming is decreases day by day, everyone demands nutrient rich
food, but this demand cannot be fulfilled by using our traditional farming
method. This method undergoes many problems. Some of them are availability
of land and labor; another one is increased use of fertilizers which can affect
quality of crop that in turn can affect the ability of soil fertilization. With poor
soil fertility, the farmer can face many problems. He did not get production in
huge quantity also the crop we will get is not nutrient rich. Other problems in
traditional farming are frequent weather changes, rise in temperature, water
pollution, etc. Under this condition, it will be very difficult in the future to grow
a crop that will feed the entire population using traditional agriculture. We are
using IOT technology which is very helpful to connect objects to the Internet for
automation in farming. Hydroponics is an interesting new platform that requires
less area for plantation and can produce more product than the conventional
farming.

Keywords: Smart farming � Hydroponics � IOT

1 Introduction

Hydroponics is a method of farming in which we are using water to grow plants. It is a
method of growing plants or vegetables in water mixed with mineral nutrient solutions
instead of soil. Since, we are using water-based solution to grow plants, we have to
control electrical conductivity of solution, pH, humidity, etc., for more production and
nutrient rich food. Plants need air, water, sunlight, and nutrients. Soil cannot provide
the nutrients required for proper growth of plants; it only works as structure to hold the
plants. Hydroponics is ideal in any weather conditions because controller itself can
control air, water, light, temperature, and humidity of plants. So the hydroponics
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Abstract—  

Long queues at traffic lights could be a thing of the past. Vehicle travel is on the rise across the world, particularly in 

metropolitan cities. As a result, simulating and optimizing traffic control algorithms is required to better handle this 

growing demand. In this work, we investigate the simulation and optimization of traffic light controllers in a city and 

provide a machine learning-based approach. There are four processes in this study. The first is data collection. Next, a 

simulation is built. Then, a machine learning model is trained and tested in the model. Last, the results are compared 

between the different machine learning algorithms including LDA, KNN, CART, LR,NB and SVM. The results 

obtained in this study are queue length of vehicles in front of traffic light and delay time of vehicles is decreased with 

machine learning model. From the result, the environment that applied with machine learning agent has shorter time 

delay and queue length of vehicles.  

 

Keywords—machine learning, LDA, KNN, SVM, NB, CART, LR 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With enormous increase in population, traffic congestion is becoming highlighting issue of today’s era. Congestion on 

roadways are never been real worse, and with increasing traffic accidents our roads are life threat of everyday routine. 

Plus lack of traffic sense and not following traffic rules are always helping people to get into near death trouble. We 

waste a lot of time sitting in our vehicles and honking for thousands of valuable hours a day. This threat is increasing 

every year hence problem will be worse in future, our next generation will be gasping for a whiff of fresh air. Traffic 

jams are the result of competition for a scarce and highly valuable resource. Living in21stera of driverless vehicles we 

still race for basic need for up gradation for a controlled traffic system. Traffic congestion are controlled effectively via 

traffic signals, it’s a reliable way to control intersection of everyday traffic world. Hence in this work we are mainly 

focusing on traffic signal perceiving live traffic data and via help of AI proposing a solution on runtime. 

During this work we have evaluated the performance of various machine learning algorithms for computing green 

signal time. We have prepared the dataset of different number of vehicles and green signal time according to vehicle 

count and vehicle speed. Different machine learning algorithms are trained using this traffic dataset and performance is 

evaluated using MSE,MAE, precision, recall, F measure, recall and Accuracy.  

 

2. Existing System 

During earlier research we have proposed adaptive green signal timing based on number of vehicles and vehicle speed 

to cross the signal. Traffic signal image was captured using camera and using vehicle detection and count module, we 

count the number and type of vehicles in the image. Based on number and type of vehicles and average timing of 

vehicles to cross the signal, green signal time was calculated dynamically.  

 

3. Hardware And Software Requirements 

Table 1. Hardware Requirements 

SR. 

No. 

Hardware Description 
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Abstract— In automotive technology, the electronic differential may be type of differential which 

provides required torque to each wheel and differentiate both wheel speeds. It is used in situ of the 

mechanical differential in multi drive systems. While turning, the rear inner and rear outer wheels 

rotate at different speeds, as inner rear wheels observes or experiences smaller turning radius than the 

outer rear wheel. The electronic differential uses wheel speed signals to manage the power to each 

rear wheel so that each wheel will get the required torque. This project presents model of Electronic 

Differential System (EDS) for the dual rear wheel independently driven Electric Vehicle (EV). To 

overcome drawbacks of mechanical differential like heavy and bulky system, losses due to power 

trains etc. Electronic differential is widely used in EVs. In electronic differential project, an EDS for 

rear wheels of an EV with wheel motor is modelled rather than front wheels. The speed of rear wheel 

is estimated by using equation derived from Ackermann Jeantand model. Consistent change of the 

vehicle speed and steering angle of EV, rear wheel speeds is estimated. It is observed that the 

modelled EDS is acceptable for EVs with separate wheel motors. 

 

Keywords— Electronic Differential System for electric car, Steering angle detection, Differentiate 

rear wheels speed, Atmega328, DC motor with speed sensor, ESP12E, Android Application, 

Smartphone. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An electric vehicle (EV) which uses one traction motor driving two wheels employing differential 

system, mass of EV increases because of batteries. To reduce mass of an EV motors are fitted into 

the wheels to get fast response from motor and supply independent torque control to every wheel. [3, 

4]. 

Differential systems in automobile is used in sloping and slippery roads to distribute torque and 

power equally to the traction wheels. Internal combustion engine vehicles consisting of a mechanical 

differential using a differential gear. Once a wheel accelerates just in case where not using 

differential gears, the wheels slips because of braking to decelerate the another one. It may result into 

unsafe and hazardous driving, more wear of tyre and more fuel consumption. Hence, inner wheel 

speed has got to differ from the outer wheel speed for a vehicle which drives on a curved road [5]. 

On the opposite hand for electric vehicle EVs, an EDS is employed because of independent directly 

driven wheels rather than a differential standard system. Therefore, drawbacks like, maintenance, 

mechanical losses and gears repair cost caused by the powertrains can be eliminated. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The studies examined in this literature shows that EDS simulation and modelling of EV having 

two motor wheel drive are shown by logic control symbolic method for estimating every wheel slip 

rate [3]. 

Azeddine Draou conducted experiment for two in built wheel hub motors drive in EDS speed 

control for which Matlab/Simulink results were used to verify designed EDS. The system consists of 

control of direct torque for permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). The simulation was done 

for curved and straight road, they observed that vehicle stability was well provided for curved 

road.[6]  

In [7], Analysis of speed and observer for torque was run for DC motor with presentation of an 

electrical differential system of EV consisting two independent rear wheels of EV. Real wheel torque 

algorithm of vector was done on basis of Ackermann Jeantand for implementation and design for 
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Abstract: Traffic congestion is a major problem in all major cities in developing countries. Conventional 

systems have many limitations like uniform time allocation to the traffic light duration, no free corridor for 
emergency vehicles and no provision for passing of HLVs and LHLVs effectively. The purpose of this paper is 
to go-thorough comprehensively in traffic control and management systems which are developed by the 
researchers throughout the world. The timely improved hardware systems and the intelligent and creative 
control logic that are till now simulated, developed, tested and validated are mentioned here. Generally 
vehicular traffic intersects at the junctions of the road and controlled by the traffic signals. Traffic signals 
need an honest coordination and control to make sure the graceful and safe flow of the vehicle traffic. During 
the push hours, the traffic on the roads is at its peak. Also, there's an opportunity for the emergency vehicles 
to stay within the holdup. Therefore; there's a requirement for the dynamic control of the traffic during rush 
hours. Finally the new essential and possible way of intelligent traffic control is proposed. Thus, if we try to 
get the probability of occurrence of HLVs/logistics at the intersection as per their engine CC, we may predict 
the switching time interval and specific sequence of switching the traffic light signals. This may help to 
uniformly divide the signal timing at consequent phases and try to distribute the stringent congestion to 
smoothen the road traffic. For this we are trying to use Two-Intersection configuration only which is designed 
in SUMO platform. 
 

Keywords: Road Traffic Regulation, SUMO simulation, Intelligent Systems, HLV, LHLV 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic load is very hooked in to parameters like time, day, season, weather and 
unpredictable situations like accidents, special events or construction activities. If 
these parameters are not taken into account, this creates bottlenecks and delays in 
traffic monitoring. A control system that solves these problems by continuously 
sensing and monitoring traffic conditions and adjusting the timing of traffic 
lights consistent with the particular traffic load is called an intelligent traffic control 
system. 
Conventionally, sensors are used alongside the road which are low in sensor range 
covering and costly too in maintenance. In general traffic can be counted using two 
methods: the non-intrusive (e.g. video camera and Radar/Ladar/LiDAR) and 
intrusive (e.g. inductive and capacitive/magnetic devices, got to be buried within 
the road), as traffic sensors. 
Traffic control systems may also be classified as saturated or unsaturated, depending 
on whether they were designed for a saturated or unsaturated network. In an 
unsaturated network, it's desired to attenuate the mean delay of drivers, while during 
a saturated network it's desired to function many drivers as possible, or in other 
words, to maximize traffic capacity of the intersection. The problem of capacity 
maximization is the same as the queue minimization problem. Unlike earlier method, 
vehicle weights parameter were used determine the count of vehicles near the 
intersection while current traffic systems react to motion where the infrared object 
detector picks up the presence of a vehicle near intersection. 
An adaptive control system must have the power to diagnose saturation 
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Analysis of Rectangular Microstrip
Array Antenna Fed Through Microstrip
Lines with Change in Width
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Abstract This paper deals with a detailed investigation of amicrostrip array antenna
with step discontinuities at its feed line has been presented. In the proposed configu-
ration, antenna arrays at 2.45 GHz are designed, simulated, and fabricated to demon-
strate the concept of step discontinuities in the feed lines. A four-element rectangular
patch array is fully characterized, and its performance is critically assessed for no
step, single step, and double step microstrip feed lines. The return loss S11 [dB] is
better for microstrip array antennas with double step feed lines than array antennas
with no step and single step feed lines. Impedance matching and higher isolation
between the patches and feed lines were appropriate using step discontinuities at the
feed lines. FR4 substrates were used to design, simulate, and fabricate the microstrip
array antennas. The simulated S11 [dB] for no-step feed lines, single-step feed lines,
and double-step feed lines for rectangular microstrip array antennas are−8.78 dB,−
16.48 dB, and −17.15 dB, respectively. Prototypes of these antennas are then fabri-
cated andmeasured to validate the analysis and design experimentally. The simulated
and measured results agree with each other.
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Optimal and Higher Order Sliding Mode
Control for Systems with Disturbance
Rejection

Ishwar S. Jadhav and Gajanan M. Malwatkar

Abstract This paper presents the higher order sliding mode control for a typical
unstable process to maintain the system’s stability with disturbance rejection. The
control of uncertainty and distance rejection is a difficult task in control engineering
applications. The literature found that non-linear uncertain systems have been studied
by different researchers in the control engineering field. In this paper second-order
integral slidingmode control (SMC) surface is chosen to derive the value of switching
surface control. The proposed controller design depends on the calculation of poles
of the systems irrespective of stable or unstable poles and gives practical value for
the control input signal, and it is implemented for the system’s nominal model. In
the optimal controller, the computed values of gains from systems poles are used to
derive the one of SMC law. In the presented work, the system’s unstable or stable
poles give the proper value for the control input signal. The proposed technique’s
significant advantages include disturbance rejection, insensitivity to variation in plant
variables, and implementation issues. The simulation results show an advantage over
the designed SMC approach to stabilize the system and its output responses.

Keywords Disturbance rejection · Higher order SMC · Robustness · Simulation ·
Uncertain system
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Abstract: Circular microstrip patch antennas with discontinuities in their feed line is presented in this paper. The antennas 
are composed of a radiating patch, and step discontinuities are given in its feed lines to improve the performance. The 
three circular microstrip planar array antennas through various signal excitation lines are computationally designed, and 
PCB etched, and their performance is analyzed based on various feed lines. The proposed array antenna operates in the 
ISM band at 2.45 GHz. The HFSS is used to design and perform the simulations. A prototype of an antenna effective at 2.45 
GHz has been PCB etched and verified for concept demonstration. S11 [dB] at 2.45 GHz is -21.143 dB for straight feed line, -
22.0 dB for one step feed line, and -24.72 dB for two-step feed line. The computational and practical outcomes illustrate 
that the S11 [dB] is enhanced for circular microstrip patch array antennas with two-step feed lines. The simulated and 
measured scattering parameters and radiation patterns show that they are in good agreement. 
 

1. Introduction 
Microstrip patch array antennas which operate in the 

microwave and mm-wave band are appropriate for 4G and 

5G communication systems [1]-[3]. Microstrip patch 

antenna has been emphasized in electronics microwave 

communications due to its benefits of an easy pattern, low 

cost, and power requirement at microwave and mm-wave 

frequencies. The configurations of patch antennas can be 

attuned to attain bandwidth improvement, optimum gains, 

and reflection coefficients, for example, by using the 

patches of different shapes, the patches with different types 

of shapes, and the patches with various types of modified 

feed lines. In addition, these antennas can be fabricated 

using the PCB process. Numerous design methods came into 

existence to increase the bandwidth of patch antennas by 

manipulating shape and feeding mechanisms. The most 

commonly used feed mechanisms at microwave frequencies 

include microstrip line, coplanar waveguide, coaxial probe, 

and inserting discontinuities in a feed line that stimulates the 

patch antenna to enhance the bandwidth [1]–[4]. Previous 

research studies have proposed many methods to enhance 

gains or return loss of patch antennas. This paper studies 

how an array of circular microstrip patches can enhance its 

broadside gain and appropriate return loss while keeping a 

low profile. This paper has developed a 2 X 2 circular patch 

array antenna at 2.45 GHz, with three different types of 

microstrip lines. Simulations were conducted using the 

HFSS software, and the patch array antenna was fabricated 

and experimentally tested. The scattering parameters, gain, 

and radiation patterns nearly agree with the computational 

and measured results. The fundamental array elements are 

shown in Fig. 1. This paper is ordered as follows: Section II 

briefly reviews the Antenna Array Design. In Section III, 

Simulation results and experimental validations are 

compared, and the roles of discontinuities are proposed. 

Finally, section IV concludes the paper. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Microstrip patch array antenna 

2. Antenna Array And Feed line Design  
Wireless communication networks are emerging 

quickly, and current wireless services apart from voice and 

text include multimedia communications, requiring a high 

bandwidth and data rate. In the case of single patch antennas, 

characteristics such as high gain, beam scanning, 

appropriate return loss are possible only when individual 

patch radiators are combined to form an array [5]-[7]. The 

patch elements are distributed in a single dimension to form 

a linear array, in two dimensions to form a planar array, and 

in three dimensions to form a volume array, and the 

radiation pattern can be determined from this distribution. 

The radiation elements' excitations are an essential factor 

that must be carefully designed for required gains and beam 

directions. Commonly used feeding methods are parallel and 

series. The input port and multiple feed lines form parallel 

feed mechanisms, and every feed line is ended at distinct 

radiating elements. The series feed consists of continuous 

transmission lines from which small portions of energy are 

gradually coupled into the separate element connected along 

the line by various means of coupling. The feed networks 

contain specific undesirable characteristics that must be 

carefully examined to diminish adverse effects on array 

performance.  

The feed line itself is radiated, proper optimization of 

the feed line is required to achieve appropriate reflection 
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Abstract: 
Circular microstrip patch antennas with discontinuities in their feed line is presented in this 
paper. The antennas are composed of a radiating patch, and step discontinuities are given in 
its feed lines to improve the performance. The three circular microstrip planar array antennas 
through various signal excitation lines are computationally designed, and PCB etched, and 
their performance is analyzed based on various feed lines. The proposed array antenna 
operates in the ISM band at 2.45 GHz. The HFSS is used to design and perform the 
simulations. A prototype of an antenna effective at 2.45 GHz has been PCB etched and 
verified for concept demonstration. S 11 [dB] at 2.45 GHz is −21.143 dB for straight feed line, 
−22.0 dB for one step feed line, and −24.72 dB for two-step feed line. The computational and 
practical outcomes illustrate that the S 11 [dB] is enhanced for circular microstrip patch array 
antennas with two-step feed lines. The simulated and measured scattering parameters and 
radiation patterns show that they are in good agreement. 
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Abstract -This system has developed an automated 

system to determine whether the plant is normal or 

diseased. The normal growth of the plants, yield and 

quality of agricultural products is seriously affected by 

plant disease. This paper attempts to develop an 

automated system that detects the presence of disease in 

plants. An automated disease detection system is 

developed using sensors like temperature, humidity and 

color based on plant leaf's health conditions variations. 

The values based on temperature, humidity and color 

parameters are used to identify the presence of plant 

disease. 

Keywords- Plant, detection, sensor, temperature, 

humidity, color.   

 

I- INTRODUCTION 

India is a land of agriculture. Two-third of population 

relies upon agriculture for their livelihood. It is the basic 

foundation of economic development of the country. The 

agriculture also provides employment opportunities to 

very large percentage of population. Plant health 

condition plays a vital role to earn good profit for the 

farmers. Proper monitoring of plant health is required at 

different stages of plant growth in order to prevent 

disease affecting plants. Existence of pests and disease 

affect the estimation of crop cultivation and minimizes 

crop yield substantially. Present day system depends on 

naked eye observation which is a time consuming 

process. Automatic detection of plant disease can be 

adopted to detect plant disease at early stages. Various 

disease management strategies have been used by 

farmers at regular intervals in order to prevent plant 

diseases. In the present work, this issue is addressed 

using sensor based technology. This being the 

motivation, the problem entitled “Leaf Disease Detection 

using IoT is proposed to assist the farmers 

technologically. In the proposed work, focus has been on 

early detection of disease infection on plant leaves. 

 

II- LITERATURE REVIEW 

The relationship between the plants and the environment 

is multitudinous and complex. They help in nourishing 

the atmosphere with diverse elements. The relationship 

between the plants and the environment is multitudinous 

and complex. They help in nourishing the atmosphere 

with diverse elements. Plants are also a substantial 

element in regulating carbon emission and climate 

change. But in the past, we have destroyed them without 
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Abstract An Intelligent object and tracing autonomous 

vehicles are required in various applications such as 

space, transportation, industry, and defence. Mobile 

robot vehicles can also handle material handling, 
disaster relief, patrolling, and rescue operations. 

Therefore, a simple and reliable vehicle is required to 

travel freely in a static or dynamic environment. Smooth 

and safe navigation of mobile vehicles through the 

cluttered environment from the start position to the goal 

position with following a safe path and producing 

optimal length is the main aim of tracking object 

navigation. Regarding this matter, researchers have 

explored several techniques for navigation path 

planning, out of which this sensor and tracing of already 

decided track navigation is adopted here in the 
implementation. This system has tried to develop 

navigation techniques that are well-suited for static and 

dynamic environments and can be implemented for the 

real-time navigation of mobile vehicles. 

Keywords- Navigation, track, object, vehicle, path. 

I -INTRODUCTION 

The vehicle can transport the load to a pre-decided 

location using navigation and delivering the material. 

The system introduced here has a specialty as it can 

track and man oeuvre the path given to it, i.e. it is a self-

guided vehicle. As it has the self-guiding ability, it can 

be implemented in industry to complete the specified 

task without manual intervention, i.e. a person doesn’t 

have to keep watch on the activity. If suppose one task 

of sending one object from one place to another is 

specified, it will do with utmost accuracy if the path is 

set to it. The heart of the system is a microcontroller 

capable of efficiently performing complicated tasks. This 

vehicle uses two motors for the left and right side for 

effective manoeuvring for sideways turning and forward 

and reverse direction movement. 

 

II -LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature presents a new approach to integrating 

semantic information for vision-based vehicle 

navigation. Although vision-based vehicle navigation 

systems using pre-mapped visual landmarks can achieve 

submeter-level accuracy in large-scale urban 

environments, a typical error source in this type of 

system comes from visible landmarks or features from 

material objects in the background, such as cars and 

pedestrians. We propose a gated factor graph framework 

to use semantic information associated with visual 

elements to make decisions on outlier/ inlier 

computation from three perspectives: the feature 

tracking process, the geo-referenced map-building 

method, and the navigation system using pre-mapped 

landmarks. The visual feature's class category is 

extracted from a pre-trained deep learning network 

trained for semantic segmentation. Our implementations 

demonstrate the feasibility and generality of our 

approach on top of two vision-based navigation systems. 

mailto:dp.divy@live.in1
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Abstract - In recent year many assistive systems for 

disabled have been developed. In this paper we present a 

unique assistive system for bedridden persons they 

cannot move anywhere which work on Human machine 

interface using raspberry pi. Tetraplegia and 

quadriplegia is a paralysis condition where a patient 

cannot move parts below neck. Such persons may face 

some problem like dumb, deaf etc. The proposed 

assistive system is to enable communication between 

tetraplegia patient and caretaker. The proposed system 

work on voice based command and performs the action 

against the input. The patient can also use this system 

for device automation, for controlling fan, light and 

other devices. HMIs to monitor and configure set points , 

control algorithm send commands and adjust and 

establish parameters in the controller. Used python 

programming language. 

Keywords- Raspberry pi, Human Machine Interface, 

Voice Command Algorithms 

I –INTRODUCTION 

Tetraplegia or Quadriplegia is a paralysis condition 

caused by illness or injury that results in the partial or 

total loss of body. The patient may also lose some 

difficulties like deaf, dumb, blindness etc. Because of 

this persons cannot perform voluntary action and 

becomes a bedridden. The persons have to be taken care 

of someone always like family members. It is difficult 

for the patients to make caretaker or someone who take 

care of patient understand what they need. And even the 

patient face major problem like they won’t be able to 

communicate with the world. There are many systems 

developed and introduced for the tetraplegia patients to 

communicate with the outside world. Such as Brain 

wave technique and Electro-oculography as well as eye 

waver technology. In these techniques, electrodes are 

pierced through the epidermis of skin and in eye 

detection system incorporate with different technologies 

such as eye blink detection, eye center localization and 

conversion of the eye blink to speech, That system uses 

an efficient method which is depends on image 

processing techniques for detecting human eye blinks 

and generating inter-eye-blink intervals. 

The proposed system works on voice based command 

and perform the action against the input command, this 

is done by using Human machine interface module 

through raspberry pi kit.To monitor and configure set 

points, control algorithms, send commands, and adjust 

and given parameters in the controller for these action 

use HMIs (Human Machine Interface) module. We are 

trying to design a standalone speaker dependent speech 

recognition circuit that may be interfaced to control just 

about anything electrical, such as; appliances, robots, 

test instruments, VCR's TV's, etc. 

The output of the system is displayed by the 

microprocessor on the seven segment display. The 
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Abstract –In this paper with the increase in energy 

consumption and population, there is a grave need to 

conserve energy in every way possible. The inability to 

access and control the appliances from remote locations 

is one of the significant reasons for energy loss. The 

users use a web or an Android application to instruct 

these systems. This system can use various 

communication methods such as Wi-Fi, GSM, Bluetooth, 

and Zig Bee. Different controlling devices and 

configurations can be found in existing systems. Such 

systems have already been found in many places for 

various applications. This project presents a home 

automation system using Wi-Fi, an Android application 

and google firebase. It’s a real-time database system. 

Keywords- Embedded Systems, Remote access Systems, 

Mobile Applications, Web Applications and Home 

Automation System 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main idea of this design is to develop a home 

automation system using an Arduino IDE with WIFI 

being ever controlled by any Android smart phone. As 

technology is advancing so houses are also getting 

smarter. Modern houses are gradationally shifting from 

conventional switches to centralized control system, 

involving remote controlled switches. Presently, the 

house's traditional wall switches are scattered along 

various hallways, making it dangerous for a person to 

approach them and utilize them. Indeed, more it 

becomes more delicate for the senior or physically 

hindered people to do so. Remote controlled home 

automation system provides a most modern result with 

smart phones. In order to achieve this, a WIFI 

microcontroller is programmed with the Arduino IDE. 

At the receiver end while on the transmitter end, a GUI 

application on the cell phone sends ON/ OFF commands 

to the receiver where loads are connected. By touching 

the specified position on the GUI, the loads can be 

turned ON/ OFF ever through this technology. The loads 

are operated by relay through optoisolators and 

ULN2003 relay driver. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Existing home automation systems have traditionally 

relied on manual control methods, requiring 

homeowners to operate various devices individually [1]. 

This limitation prompted the development of wireless 

sensor networks to automate and enhance home security 

[2].A paper proposes the use of IoT-enabled devices and 

wireless communication networks to create a 

comprehensive home automation system [3]. This 

system allows homeowners to control various aspects of 

their homes, such as lighting, temperature, and security, 

remotely through mobile applications. Another study 

explores the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) 

technologies into home security systems [4]. By 

incorporating AI algorithms, the system can analyze and 

identify potential threats, such as unauthorized access or 

suspicious activities, and notify homeowners or security 

personnel accordingly. The advancement of smart home 

technologies has led to the development of voice-

controlled home automation systems [5]. Through 

natural language processing and voice recognition, 

homeowners can interact with their smart devices and 

control home functions simply by issuing voice 

commands. Paper [6] proposes the utilization of video 

surveillance systems and motion detection sensors to 

enhance home security. These systems can detect 

intrusions, monitor activities, and provide real-time 

alerts to homeowners or security services. The 

emergence of smart locks and biometric authentication 
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Abstract - Our work is related to a person safety using 

Arduino Uno. The person or mine worker are installed 

with sensors and WI-FI module. Gas sensor, 

temperature sensor, carbon dioxide sensor, and buzzer 

circuit also added in this project. The gas sensor is used 

to find the carbon level in the mine exhaust of the 

atmosphere and temp. sensor is using to find the 

operating condition are good or not for workers. If both 

are sensor value is not normal means the normal 

condition worker can work. Sensor is found in the 

position of the device, if the sensor value is abnormal or 

very high, means the value are sent local host at the 

same time buzzer will blow. Monitoring system the 

method and one thing we uploaded all values in local 

host. 

 

Keywords: embedded sensors, work clothing, worker's 

health, Arduino Uno 

I- INTRODUCTION  

This consists of the safety purposes of the mine 

worker and here the sensor is used to monitor the 

atmosphere in mines. Abnormal values will activate the 

buzzer and the sensor value will be uploaded to the 

local host. Person tracking devices is not merely a 

decoration for safely purpose these days; it has emerged 

as indispensable requisite to safeguard against probable 

tribulations. Anyone who gives his life to risking for his 

work should assist personal assistance or for safety of 

his own environment, one is always burdened with 

uncertainty related to safe transit of persons/ passenger 

working in hazardous condition and hesitation about for 

long performance. This gave a jump start to introduce 

this wearable System which purposefully caters to  

 

 

 

individual and organizational needs for mine safety of 

workers, monitoring and enabling to optimize workers 

performance in transit to work and save each life’s 

resulting as a safety solution for everyone for reducing 

carbon footprints on earth. 

II-LITERATURE REVIEW 

Important process variables can be monitored from a 

distributed control system, as proposed in Tan, Lee, and 

Soh's (2002) study [1] [6]. This system would be hosted 

online (DCS). In order to get efficient remote access to 

the DCS's process variables, this study suggests 

hardware and software design considerations. Using 

one's voice to command one's household appliances to 

carry out a certain task [2][8] was proposed by 

Potamitis, Georgila, Fakotakis, and G. Kokkinakis, 

2003. The methodology is slanted toward enabling 

persons with disabilities to carry out functional tasks at 

home by using their voices to control equipment. 

Through analysis of the speaker's voice, a voice 

separation approach is chosen. Using a system called 

"A System for Smart-Home Control of Appliances 

Based on Time and Speech Interaction," [3][9] 

developed by S. M. Anamul Haque, S. M. 

Kamruzzaman, and Md. Ashraful Islam in 2006, it is 

possible to manage your home's electronics from your 

computer. To create this system, we used Visual Basic 

6.0 as our primary programming language and the 

Microsoft Voice Recognition SDK and Voice Editing 

SDK to implement our speech recognition functionality. 

Timers and voice commands both work for operating 

appliances. This paper presents the design and 

implementation of SMS-based control for monitoring 

systems [4][7], by Ciubotaru-Petrescu, Chiciudean, 
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Abstract- Speech and text is main medium for human 

communication. a personal needs eyesight access the 

knowledge during a text. However people that have very 

poor eyesight can collect information from voice. The 

proposed system can help the visually impaired persons 

to read any printed text in vocal form. A specs inbuilt 

camera is employed to capture the text image from 

printed text and thus the captured image is analyzed 

using Tesseract-Opical Character Recognition (OCR). 

The detected text is then converted into speech 

employing a compact open source software synthesizer, 

speak. Finally the synthesized speech is produced by the 

headphone by provides an interface between camera, 

sensor & image processing results, while also 

performing functions to manage the peripheral units. 

The programing language is employed is python. 

 

Keywords- Raspberry pi 3, Optical character recognition, 

Open CV, Text to speech conversion, Python 

programming. 
. 
 

I - INTRODUCTION 

 

Text to speech technology is the process where in the 

computer is made to speak. It uses the concepts of natural 

language processing. In Text reading applications, there are 

many different techniques available such as label reading, 

voice stick, brick pi reader and pen aiding but these 

methods can perform text to speech by creating datasets. In 

order to address this problem, finger reading technique has 

been developed, it eliminates the datasets created and stored 

previously and provide a previous response of reading any 

text given as input captured image. [4]The speech 

synthesizer converts the audio input into the text form and 

processes the text to further learning modules. Despite the 

advancement of technology that allows for storing 

information electronically, textual information still remains 

the most common mode of information exchange. Virtually 

people who could restore normal vision with eye glasses or 

contact lenses are around 20% from the survey of ABF 

(www.abf.com) who could lead their normal lives. Apart 

from them 90% of world`s visually impaired people who 

live in low, middle and even in most developed countries, 

cataract remains the leading cause of blindness. 

In this system, we wanted the device to be able to detect the 

text from printed text image and read it efficiently. Inspired 

by the methodology utilized by Apps like “Cam Scanner”. 

Optical character 

Recognition (OCR) is a conversion of scanned or printed 

text images, handwritten text into editable text for further 

processing.[1] In this paper, we have presented a robust 

approach for text extraction and convert it to speech. This 

device was tested on raspberry pi platform. The Raspberry 

pi is initially connected to the internet through Wi-Fi. The 

software is installed using command lines. The first setup is 

to transfer the installation script, second command is to 

convert it to executable form and the last command starts 

the script which does the rest of the installation work. 

Device got wind of is finished as in The digital camera is 
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Abstract - Now a days all world suffering from a pandemic 

issue of COVID-19 to control these situation and to 

maintain the safety of ourselves we all have to take care of 

the two things like do not make a crowd and wear the mask 

properly. And to achieve this requirement of safety this 

paper works with the help of fog node and camera. 

Managing the crowd requires an intelligent monitoring 

technology. In this project, we propose a method to 

manage the crowd by counting multiple humans in the 

scene by head detection. In our study, we develop a system 

using Raspberry Pi 3 board that detects the human heads 

and provide a count of humans in the region using Open 

CV-Python. A Haar cascade classifier is trained for human 

head detection. 

This work also proposes a fog computing-based face mask 

detection system for controlling the entry of a person into 

a facility. The proposed system uses fog nodes to process 

the video streams captured at various entrances into a 

facility. Haar-cascade-classifiers are used to detect face 

portions in the video frames. Each fog node deploys two 

Mobile Net models, where the first model deals with the 

dichotomy between mask and no mask case. The second 

model deals with the dichotomy between proper mask wear 

and improper mask wear case and is applied only if the 

first model detects mask in the facial image. This two-level 

classification allows the entry of people into a facility, only 

if they wear the mask properly The results of the analysis 

will be helpful in managing the crowd and mask detection 

in the area with the help of camera. 

 

Key words- Haar-cascade-classifiers, Adobos algorithm, 

head detection, mask detection and tracking. 

 

I -INTRODUCTION 

This paper introduced the crowd analysis by counting 

the number of head enter in the areas. Also this paper will 

helpful to take care from the pandemic issue COVID-19 by 

detecting the mask wearing person and improper mask 

wearing person with the help of IOT and Camera which is 

used in the project. In this project we use Haar cascade 

amplifier for mask detection and for head detection.  This 

study focuses on training a cascade classifier for human 

head detection by taking positive samples and negative 

samples. The trained cascade is then used to process the 

video frames in which the human heads are detected and 

the count of the humans in the scene is provided. Haar-

cascade-classifiers are used to detect face portions in the 

video frames. Each fog node deploys two MobileNet 

models, where the first model deals with the dichotomy 

between mask and no mask case. The second model deals 

with the dichotomy between proper mask wear and 

improper mask wear case and is applied only if the first 

model detects mask in the facial image. This two-level 

classification allows the entry of people into a facility, 

only if they wear the mask properly. 
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Abstract – In today’s era human-machine interaction is 

becoming widespread. So, with the introduction of new 

technologies the gap between machines and humans is 

being reduced to ease the standard of living. Gestures 

have played a crucial role in diminishing this gap. This 

project deals with design and implementation of an 

accelerometer based hand gesture controlled robot 

controlled wirelessly using a small low cost, 3-axis 

accelerometer. A novel algorithm for gesture 

identification has been developed to replace the 

approach of conventional controlling mechanism of 

robots via buttons etc. by an innovative hand gesture 

based controlling. Using a microcontroller system the 

program has been written & executed. In the existing 

system, human hand movements are sensed by the robot 

through sensors and it follow the same. As the person 

moves their hand, the accelerometer also moves 

accordingly sensor displaces and this sensor senses the 

parameter according to the position of hand.  

 

Keywords – Low-Cost Automation (LCA), combination 

sorting, PLC, ladder diagram 

I –INTRODUCTION 

Computer technology has tremendously grown over 

the past decade and has become a necessary part of 

everyday live. The primary computer accessory for 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is the mouse [1]. 

The mouse is not suitable for HCI in some real life 

situations, such as with Human Robot Interaction (HRI). 

There have been many researches on alternative methods 

to the computer mouse for HCI. The most natural and 

intuitive technique for HCI, that is a viable replacement 

for the computer mouse is with the use of hand 

gestures.[2] This project is therefore aimed at 

investigating and developing a Computer Control (CC) 

system using hand gestures. 

 

II- LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The main goal of gesture recognition research is creation 

of a system that can identify specific human hand 

gestures and use them to convey information or for 

device control as well as applications control. Hand 

Gesture Recognition System is a branch of Human 

Computer Interaction in which Human hand gestures are 

recognized by the computer system and then perform 

pre-defined task as per the application for controlling 

software as well as hardware. 

2.1 Problem Statement 

Mouse free: An appealing option for replacing primitive 

human computer interaction (HCI) with the use of 

touchpad or mouse is the Vision-Based Human 

Computer Interaction through Real-Time Hand Tracking 

and Gesture Recognition Vision-Based interaction. The 

proposed system makes use of the webcam for tracking 

the user’s hand and to recognize the gestures for the 

purpose of interaction with the system. The contributions 

of our work will be to implement a system for hand 

tracking and simple gesture recognition in real time. 

Many researchers in the field of robotics and human 

computer interaction have tried to control mouse 
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Abstract- In this paper a new kind of device is proposed to 

an area of farming which is a smart agriculture system 

using IOT, in a existing system, our farmers uses a 

traditional methods like manual distribution of seeds, 

manually gives the water to seeds and also there are the 

chances of theft, all this leads to low productivity of 

products. So by using this proposed system our farmers can 

increase the productivity, avoid the theft chances and 

increases the quantity and quality of agricultural products. 

This system uses the various sensors like temperature 

sensor, moisture sensor, Motion sensor and water level 

sensor. The data collected from these sensors are provided 

to the controller, in control section, the received data from 

various sensors is compared with the threshold values in 

the program and based on that the controller will take the 

required action and updating the status of water pump and 

soil moisture will take place and information will be 

displayed. 

 

Keywords - Temperature Sensor, Moisture Sensor, Motion 

Sensor, Water Level Sensor, Atmega328P Controller 

. 

I - INTRODUCTION 

 

Agriculture plays a very important role in the growth of 

our country, in the recent time it has observed that we need 

to double our food productivity, thus it is required to place a 

new technologies to improve the food production. This 

system proposed a smart farming method in a limited area 

by using sensor nodes like temperature & humidity sensor 

and soil moisture sensor. we have developed this system by 

keeping in  mind minimum cost  and provide a platform 

through which we can monitor the different  parameters of 

the field through the internet over IOT. 

This proposed system consists of various sensors like 

temperature sensor, moisture sensor, motion sensor and 

water level sensor based on the data given by these sensors 

to controller, if moisture level is low then the controller 

switches on water pump to provide water to the plant. When 

the soil moisture sensor sense enough moisture in the soil 

then water pump gets automatically turn off and a message 

will send to the genuine person through IOT module and the 

status of a water pump and soil moisture get automatically  

updated.. This system also consists of theft detection facility 

by using Motion detector sensor that will detect the entering 

of any unknown person if the person enters into the field. 

 

II -LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
 The existing method and one of the oldest ways in 

agriculture is the manual method of checking the 

parameters. In this method the farmers they themselves 

verify all the parameters and calculate the readings. [1] a 

paper in which makes use of wireless sensor networks for 

noting the soil properties and environmental factors 

continuously. This concept is created as a product and given 

to the farmer’s welfare. [2] a paper in which the 

Microcontroller transmits that information on the internet 

through a network of IOT in the form of Wi-Fi module. 

This enhances automated irrigation as the water pump can 

be switched on or off through information given to the 

controller. [3] A paper in which proposed wireless robot is 

equipped with various sensors for measuring different 
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Abstract- Now-a-days the amount of power consumed by 

lighting and streets shares a major energy demand. The 

Street light Automation system helps in reducing the energy 

consumption. Generally, street lights are switched on for 

whole night and during the day, they are switched off. But 

during the night time, street lights are not necessary if there 

is no traffic. Saving of this energy is very important factor 

these days as energy resources are getting reduced day by 

day. To overcome from this problem, a proper energy 

saving methods and lighting control to be implemented. The 

proposed work is to have two controls like, one is to switch 

OFF/Dim lights during no vehicle moments in streets and 

automatically switch it ON when vehicles arrive and the 

other modes are to give less intensity light for pedestrian 

and to switch on bright mode during vehicle moments at 

sides on the roads. In this work the LED lights are used for 

street arrangement, LDR is used as decide day night time 

and IR sensor used vehicle movement. It automatically 

switches the lights ON when the sunlight goes below the 

visible region of our eyes. This is done by a sensor called 

Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) which senses the light 

actually like our eyes. It automatically switches OFF/ Dim 

lights whenever the sunlight comes visible to the sensor. 

The control signals of sensors have been fed to Arduino 

Nano board (ATMEGA328). In the Arduino Nano board the 

control logic is implemented to control lights based on 

vehicles and pedestrian moments with bright and dim mode 

of operation and to switch DIM lights during no vehicles. 

 

Keywords – Light Dependent Resistor (LDR), Arduino 

ATMEGA328, Street Light Automation, RTC 

. 
 

I - INTRODUCTION 

 

Form olden days we’re using non-renewable sources of 

energy in excess mount for our needs. As this type of 

minerals like coal etc. are exhausting so we have to depend 

on the renewable sources of energy like solar, wind, etc. For 

smaller application it is better to use renewable energy. As 

this project is based on streetlight automation and required 

AC supply. So for this particular application we are using 

solar panels to charge the DC battery and the power from 

the battery can be used for this application. Advertising 

hoardings, commercial sign boards, and street lights are 

generally switched on at 6:30 pm and switched off at 10:00 

am because nobody is available at the place in the morning 

to switch it off. But actual required time is 6:30pm to 

11:30pm and 4:30am to 6:30am. Meantime i.e., from 

11:30pm to 4:30am is not required, because the public flow 

on the roads is almost nil in this time. And from 6:30am to 

10:00am is also not required as the sun light is available 

during this time. That means every day around nine hours 

of power is wasted. This project gives the best solution for 

electrical energy wastage. Also the manual operation of the 

lighting system is completely eliminated. The Project 

ATMEGA328 Microcontroller Based Energy saver for 

Commercial Lighting system with RTC DS3231 Interfacing 

is an interesting project which uses ATMEGA328 

microcontroller as its brain. This project is very useful for 

commercial sign boards, advertising boards, street lights for 

automation lighting system. This system switches on the 

lights only at preprogramed timings. As the DS3231 Real 

Time Clock chip with battery back-up is used, there will be 

no disturbances for the programmed on/off timings even in 

power failures. Control switch set is provided for entering 
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Abstract- Internet of Things (IoT) is used to create the 

notion of remotely connecting and monitoring actual world 

objects (things) via the Internet. When it comes to our 

house, this idea can be aptly included to make it smarter, 

safer and automated. This IoT venture focuses on building a 

smart wireless home security machine which sends signals 

to the owner by the use of Internet in case of any trespass 

and raises an alarm optionally. Besides, the equal can also 

be utilized for home automation with the aid of making use 

of the equal set of sensors. The advantage obtained via 

preferring this system over the similar form of present 

structures is that the indicators and the repute despatched 

by means of the Wi-Fi connected microcontroller managed 

system can be acquired by using the consumer on his 

telephone from any distance irrespective of whether or not 

his mobile smartphone is related to the internet. 

IoT refers to the infrastructure of connected physical 

gadgets which is growing at a speedy charge as massive 

range of units and objects are getting associated to the 

Internet. Home security is a very beneficial software of IoT 

and we are the use of it to create an less expensive security 

gadget for properties as well as industrial use. The device 

will inform the proprietor about any unauthorized entry or 

each time the door is opened by sending a notification to 

the user. After the consumer gets the notification, he can 

take the vital actions. The security gadget will use a 

microcontroller recognised as Arduino Uno to interface 

between the components, a magnetic Reed sensor to 

monitor the status, a buzzer for sounding the alarm, and a 

WiFi module, ESP8266 to join and speak the usage of the 

Internet. The main benefits of such a gadget includes the 

ease of placing up, decrease charges and low maintenance. 

 
 

Keywords- Home Security, IoT, Arduino, ESP8266, Smart 

Wireless 

I -  INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless Home security and Home automation are the 

twin components of this project. The presently constructed 

prototype of the gadget sends alerts to the proprietor over 

voice calls using the Internet if any sort of human motion is 

sensed near the entrance of his residence and raises an 

alarm optionally upon the user’s discretion. The provision 

for sending alert messages to involved security personnel in 

case of essential scenario is also built into the system. On 

the different hand if the owner identifies that the person 

getting into his residence is no longer an intruder but an 

unexpected visitor of his then as a substitute of triggering 

the safety alarm, the user/owner can make preparations such 

as opening the door, switching on a range of appliances 

internal the house, which are also related and controlled by 

means of the micro-controller in the machine to welcome 

his guest. The same can be performed when the person 
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Abstract— Automation has changed the way we live. 

There were tasks that used to take a lot of our time and efforts 

that are now being done by machines. But it can proven to be 

cursed some time when it crosses their operating limits, hence 

monitoring and controlling is called as a heart of industrial 

parameter. Industrial parameter monitoring is the process of 

real time monitoring of parameters and its control using 

programming. This project presents the implementation of real 
time embedded system for industrial automation applications. 

Recently,  PLCs  have  dominated  industrial automation 

implementations but however,  they  do  present   some  

challenges  especially  in  meeting  real time  constraints due  

to  its  centralized control  and  cyclically  scanned program 

execution mechanisms. This project proposes a practical way 

to precisly monitor physical parameter like voltage, current, 

temperature, humidity and light intensity for the safety of 

industrial processes and its monitoing using IoT. 

Keywords— Industrial Automation, Internet of Things, 

ARM7, Sensor, Parameter Monitoring. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The end of the 20th century has brought important new trends 

in all industries particularly in terms of engineering. The main 

consequences to apparel manufacturing have been a constant 

increase of individual production orders, product and materials 

variety and much smaller order quantities. This fact posed new 

requirements on the production systems and equipment: both 

have to be flexible and reliable. In the case of the equipment, 
this means that quicker set-up times are required whenever 

process changes and that quality assurance has to be much 

more efficient. Managing this situation with the traditional 

machine set-up and process planning methods is difficult. 

Better control and predictability of the processes are required. 
Automation is essential and well proposed system in 21st 

century. The industrial world is facing many technological 
changes which increased the urgent demand for the premium 
quality products and services that can only be supplied by a 
high level of productivity. This requirement needs process 
engineering systems, automated manufacturing, and industrial 
automation. Hence, industrial automation plays a key role in 
solving the requirements of companies. On the other hand, 
many people losing their lives in industrial accidents due to 
presence of black holes while implementation of automation 
in industries. When we talk about industrial automation is all 

about working smarter, faster, and proficiently we need to 
monitor some critical parameters like temperature, voltage, 
current, humidity, pressure etc. This is one of the most 
upcoming issues in the industrial sectors. If the parameters are 
not monitored and controlled properly due to unavoidable 
manual error, it leads to a harmful situation. Sometimes, if this 
control process may not handle properly, it results in 
occurrence of major accidents. With the embedded 
technology, it is very easy to overcome the greater issues in 
industrial automation monitoring and controlling. Embedded 
System is the combination of both Hardware and Software. 
Embedded system allows the flexibility to user to design the 
automation system with greater power efficiency. The 
operations performing in industries are very fast and they are 
not possible to monitor for normal human eye. Hence, various 
types of sensors can be used for monitoring purpose which is 
available in market. Embedded system allows interfacing 
these sensors using computer program for greater efficiency 
and fault detection capability, which also ensure the safety of 
industry premises. Embedded system also allows interfacing 
of internet with hardware using IoT and IoT provide the 
flexibility to monitor and detect faults present in system from 
remote location using “User Name” and “Password”. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The concept of industrial automation was first introduced 
by Jacques de Vaucanson and he was invented first automated 
loom. [4] Author does the survey on implementation of real 
time system for industrial automation. In this paper author 
explain how the PLCs are dominated industrial automation 
implementation but the use of PLC system requires more 
cost for implementation. [3] Author does the survey on 
recent trends and application of an embedded system. In 
this paper author explained what embedded system is and 
how it can be applicable for industrial solutions. About all 
the microprocessor and microcontrollers are manufactured 
using automated process and as it can be easily 
programmed with high level language, they are very 
popular in industry. [2] Author does the survey on Internet 
of Things from market perspective. In this paper author 
states that Internet of Things is dynamic global information 
consisting of internet connected objects that are becoming 
the integral component of Internet. This survey is intended 
to serve as a guideline and conceptual framework for 
context-aware product development and research in IoT 
paradigm. [19] Author does the survey on data acquisition 
system. This paper is about how the data acquisition system 
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Abstract—Medical Sciences has invented many new 

technologies and are still doing researches in many ways. But 

integrating Medical Science with Engineering has made a 

boom in R&D field. These days Automation is going towards 

the peak point. Thus, when this automation comes into picture 

in Medical field, this makes the scenario perfect. All 

parameters of a patient are monitored on its own and so slowly 

it’s becoming no man technology. Only we need to take care 

of is presence of incharge Doctor or nurse in case of 

emergency. We have here tried to implement this idea 

practically by some extent and well this can be brought to 
betterment in future by applying much advanced technologies. 

Keywords—Arduino; Intelligent Medicine Tray (Trolly); 

IoT; ICU; Heartbeat; Body Temperature; Emergency 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Human tendency is to earn well so that he can secure his 
future and make his present better day by day. But we humans 
are so much involved in our life betterment that we ignore our 
health issues but if ignored this leads to major health issues. 
Heart related problems are growing tremendously. When we 
compare our population, the no. of beds in hospitals and the 
no. of Doctors’ present altogether, obviously what we see is 
our population is too much high. People when run to hospitals 
in emergency, no vacant beds are seen to get admitted or have 
to wait for long to get the proper treatment. Here we are trying 
to say that these many problems can be reduced to some extent 
with the help of automation. Many researchers are already 
working on it; likewise we have put on some of our long term 
efforts to ease this situation. 

Need of Intelligent Medicine Tray for ICUs 
The main objective behind this need is to give a very time 

efficient treatment to patient in need in the ICU. It has been 
seen that in some hospitals, the ICUs are many times filled 
with the patient’s relatives. But they worry if their patient is 
given proper treatment or not; if any nurse or Doctor is 
continuously looking after their relative or not. But being an 
Intensive Care Unit it should always be maintained clean, dust 
proof and sound proof. Thus if automation grows in these 
units of hospitals then number of nurses to be present in ICU 
always will be reduced and relatives won’t have to keep 

worrying. By implementing IoT here, Doctors need not visit 
patient frequently and check patient’s health status from his 
cabin. Even if the Doctor is out of station, he can check the 
patient’s health status from his android mobile or laptop or PC 
just with the help of IoT concept. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to the study on existing systems, we come to 
know that researches have done a great job in this field. Many 
systems have worked on a concept called medicine box that 
are stationery and tells us about the availability of medicines 
in the box. With some of our more efforts into the same field 
but on a track little different from this, we have tried our best 
to develop a medicine tray which will be intelligent enough to 
convey the emergency signal to hospital staff passing outside 
ICU.  The system in [1] is the literature review for our system. 
Our main idea of an Intelligent Tray comes from [2] [11] 
Intelligent Medicine Box concept where Medicines that are 
finished or about to get finished will be known to concerned 
hospital staff well before time.  We have used Arduino in our 
system as it is inexpensive, easily available but Raspberry 
would also have done as in [3] [8] with integration of IoT.  [3] 
[4] [5] have all made use of IoT in different manner for Health 
Monitoring whereas [5] has used RFID along with IoT which 
was a good concept to know if we can emerge RFID into our 
work. [6] Gave us an idea to make use of Heart rate and Body 
Temperature as basic monitoring parameters and additionally 
we have made use of Saline Level Indicator for our work. 
Intelligent Medicine Box and IoT are integrated with Bio 
sensors in [7] but being on small scale we have not made use 
of Bio sensors as they are expensive. We have made use of 
Arduino by studying it thoroughly and referring [9] [10] [12] 
which were very appropriate for implementing our idea 
practically. [13] This system helped us in knowing that how 
can we make a system which will automatically remind the 
concerned person about an emergency via SMSs. [14] This is 
a basic survey showing integration of Bluetooth with health 
parameters. But Bluetooth being not able to cover larger area 
was the limitation for us and thus preferred Wi-Fi over it that 
comes many advantages. 
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